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May 2013 Online Specials

  

 

The Gemstones of May

 

The origin of birthstones has been said to date back to the breastplate of Aaron which contained

twelve gemstones representing the twelve tribes of Israel. There are numerous legends and myths

surrounding the healing powers of birthstones, and their therapeutic influence. According to some

of these legends, wearing a gemstone during its assigned month heightens its healing powers.

 
The following gemstones are known to be connected to the month of May: Emerald is the traditional

birthstone, while Amber, Aventurine, Sapphire, Chrysoprase and Turquoise also share some aspects of

the spotlight as they relate to stars, planets and mystical applications. The essences made from these

May birthstones stimulate a greater flow of energy throughout the body, assist us in connecting more

easily and deeply with the planet through our hearts, and help us open to and receive more love and

support from the Divine Mother and the spiritual realms. They can also bring stability and grounding

to our lives as we move through the transformational shifts ahead.

 

This month we are offering a 25% discount on the following products:

 

Gem Elixir Kit 

1/4 oz/7.5 ml Stock Regular: $299.00 - Special $224.25 

1 oz/30 ml Stock Regular: $408.00 - Special $306.00

 

Amber • Aventurine • Chrysoprase • Emerald • Sapphire • Turquoise 

1/4 oz/7.5 ml Stock Regular: $8.45 - Special $6.34 

1 oz/30 ml Stock Regular: $12.95 - Special $9.71

 

Valid only for orders placed through the ONLINE STORE. 

**Discount may not be combined with any other customer discounts.
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Amber: helps us to redefine our

relationship to our body, especially

with regard to our attitudes about

aging; helps us contact the

inherent strength, endurance,

flexibility and instinctual nature of

the physical body; relaxes and

clears the pelvic region to promote

a greater flow of energy moving

down and up the spine; adjusts the

energetic structure of the body so

that more light and energy can

enter and circulate with less

resistance. 

 

Aventurine: strengthens the

central vertical axis which stabilizes

us during expansion experiences;

helps us move into and through

new experiences with grace,

stamina and perseverance; good for

spiritual trailblazers and pioneers. 

 

Chrysoprase: brings the heart

chakra into harmonious union with

the green energy frequency of the

planet; synchronizes the subtle

bodies with the heart energy of the

earth; helps us accept the earth as

our home. 

 

Emerald: a universal heart

cleanser and balancer; energies of

the Divine Mother and the Divine

Feminine; gently coaxes the heart

to open to allow a greater

experience of love in the physical

body. 

 

Sapphire: devotion to divine

purpose; helps synchronize our

energy system with our higher

purpose; intensifies the qualities of

loyalty and responsibility to our true

work on the planet. 

 

Turquoise: attunes the energy

field to the ancient wisdom and

sacredness inherent in all of life;

cleanses and deepens our

connection to the Soul of the earth;

helps us live a life of simplicity with

gratitude and reverence for All.

Gem Elixir Kit: The 48 gem elixirs

in this kit will stabilize and balance

the energy field, including the

subtle bodies which make up the

aura, and the chakras. Gem elixirs

work by catalyzing the release of

stress and tension that has been

allowed to build up in the energetic

structure of the body. As these

dissonant energies are released,

that structure comes back into

alignment, and the body is able to

regain its natural state of balance,

stability, and resistance to stress. 

 

 

 

Visit our online store and fill your

shopping cart with these amazing

deals. You will also find many

other products to enhance, heal

and enliven your lives. 

 

Our 2013 summer Practitioner Training Program in Homer, AK is filling up fast!

Being in Alaska in nature you will fully immerse yourself in the energy of these

powerful essences, and will embody and 'know' their healing energy like never before.

Steve Johnson teaches with great insight, personal experience and depth; this is not

to be missed. Visit this link for full details: 2013 Practitioner Training Program

Alaskan Essences Inc • 2365 Red Crow Rd • PO Box 1090 • Victor MT 59875 

www.alaskanessences.com • newsletter@alaskanessences.com • 800-545-9309
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